
Practice

1. In each diagram, which other angle measures can you find?

Determine these measures. Which relationships did you use?
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Solution

Determine the values of x and y.

Since x and 116° are the measures of interior

angles between parallel lines, their sum is 180°;

that is, x 1 116° 5 180°

So, x 5 180° 2 116°

5 64°

Similarly, the measures of y and 134° have a sum of 180°; that is,

y 1 134° 5 180°

So, y 5 180° 2 134°

5 46°
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2. Determine the angle measure indicated by each letter. Justify your answers.

a) b) c)

3. Assessment Focus Petra says these relationships are always true

when two parallel lines are intersected by a transversal.

• All the acute angles are equal.

• All the obtuse angles are equal.

• The sum of any acute angle and any obtuse angle is 180°.

Is she correct?

Explain your thinking.

Include a diagram in your explanation.
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Which relationships

can you use?
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90 CHAPTER 3: Relationships in Geometry

4. The diagram shows three sections of a steam pipe.

The top pipe and bottom pipe are parallel.

What is the angle between sections BC and CD?

Show your work.

5. Alison is building a section of fence.

To make sure the boards are parallel,

she measures the angles indicated.

Are the boards parallel? 

Justify your answer.

6. An ironing board is designed so the board is always 

parallel to the floor as it is raised and lowered.

In the diagram, the two triangles are isosceles and 

/AEB is 88°.

Determine all the angles in nECD.

7. a) List what you know about the interior and exterior 

angles of triangles.

b) List what you know about angles involving parallel lines 

cut by a transversal.

c) Use the properties in parts a and b.

Create a design, pattern, or picture.

Colour your design.

Explain how it illustrates the properties.

8. Take It Further Use a ruler to draw a diagram like the 

one at the right.

Two transversals intersect at B.

a) Measure to determine the values of a, b, and c.

How are the measures related?

b) Draw another diagram like this, so that a, b, and c have 

different values. Are a, b, and c related in the same way 

as in part a? Explain.

c) Explain why the relationship is always true.
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Which tools could

you use to help you?

Research to find how geometry is used in real life.

You could look at occupations, sports, or architecture.

Use words, pictures, or numbers to explain what you found out.
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